
We Color You Safe!

New PC SHOWER PADDLE
 ; 1/05/2018: On-site ABC’s of Housekeeping training. Abby Fritz, Senior Manager of Room Operations at the 

Des Moines Marriott, identified opportunity.

ALSO 
AVAILABLE:

Cleaning Mitt,  
Scrub & Clean 

Sponge, all-
purpose Wipers,  
Squeegee and 

Flat Mops . 

SOLUTION:

umfcorporation
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CHALLENGE:
Design & Build new product / Rollers, chrome track and inside of 
new sliding glass shower door could not be cleaned due to tight 
spaces – chrome track reflected water spots on inside of both 
glass doors.

umfcorporation

 ; 1/26/2018: 2nd prototype with modifications shipped.

 ; 2/22/2018: 3rd prototype shipped / tested / APPROVED!

 ; 3/07/2018: Production multi-functional “PC-Paddle” shipped to property.

 ; PC-Paddle process added to ABC’s of Housekeeping.*

 ; Available as a set with the PC Squeegee (handle, 10” blade, Clear Paddle Attachment**).

Orange Cleaning Mitt slides easily over 

Outside Inside

Patent Pending

*Use Orange Cleaning Mitt with PC Shower Paddle before using on toilet. **Mitt sold separately.

the PC Shower Paddle.

 ; 1/06/2018: Issue conveyed to UMF corporate.

 ; 1/15/2018: 1st prototype shipped to property.

 ; 1/18/2018: Prototype received / tested / feedback 
received.

 ; 1/18/2018: UMF receives video of prototype in use.
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PerfectCLEAN® Squeegee and PerfectCLEAN® Shower Paddle Set  
Assembly Instructions

Parts List

Step 1- Connect the handle. The handle and clamp 
are used with both the  Squeegee and the Shower 
Paddle.

1) Squeegee blade

2) Clamp and Orange thumb-screw

3) Paddle

4) Handle

Loosen Orange thumb-screw. Turn 
counter clockwise 2-3 turns.

Loosen Orange thumb-screw. Turn 
counter clockwise 2-3 turns. Until the 
squeegee blade slides out (if attached).

Tighten the Orange thumb-screw. 
Turn it clockwise until snug. Do not 
over tighten.

Tighten the Orange thumb-screw. 
Turn it clockwise until snug. Do 
not over tighten.Insert the Squeegee blade into the 

clamp with rubber side facing floor 
and metal side facing up.

a )

b )

b )

c )

e)

c )

d )

Step 2 - How to assemble the PerfectCLEAN® Squeegee.

How to assemble the PerfectCLEAN® Shower Paddle.

Remove the frontside protective covering on the Paddle. a )

The Orange thumb-screw bottom 
should be flush with the clamp bottom.

Angle paddle and insert hook under thumb-screw.

Slide Orange Mitt onto 
the PC Shower Paddle. 
See a video demonstration at:
www. Perfectclean.com/paddle-demo. 
Mist lightly to dampen. 
Secure the corners.

f)
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